Geocaching

The rules of geocaching

Treasure hunting in modern times, geocaching was
born in the early 2000s. With its success, more and
more hikers, tourists and day-trippers practice this
leisure accessible to all.

So that this leisure activity can take place under
good conditions, some rules must be respected:
Be sure to be as discreet as possible to preserve the
magic of geocaching.
Respect nature, animals or people near caches.

In order to practice this activity, you will need:

Do not forget to put the cache back where you found
it!

A GPS or smartphone with a free mobile
geocaching application
(ex : Geocaching
) available on :

Never spoil a Geocacher on the verge of finding the
desired location!
Having fun, discovering and sharing must be your
only motivations!

An outfit adapted to the walk
A pen to log (write your name and the date of your
passage in the notebook found)
Small items that you would like to put in the
caches.
A survival kit (drink+ biscuits+

)

Now it's your turn to play!
Do not throw on public highway
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Les secrets du Lauragais

Geocaching

Geocaching in 10 steps!

1

Take a smartphone with
internet connection or a GPS ...
Let’s go!

Download a Geocaching mobile
application and create a free
account

8

Seek well : it can be in height,
at the foot of a tree, in a wall ...
You're almost there ... go ...

7

Congratulations, you’ve found it!
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Display the map and locate the
closest caches or those around
the location of your choice
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Now that you have chosen your
goal, press
and activate the
compass
at the top, ont he
right of the screen, to go to the
cache.

There are unique caches or
those which are belong to a
circuit. Those in green are free
but those in grey require a
PREMIUM account.
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Drop your item and
leave a comment on
the log book and / or
on the application.

Put the cache back in
the EXACT location
where you found it,
with all its elements!

10

All you have to do is
go to the next cache!

Now that you know how to play Geocaching, it's time to escape
to new playgrounds! We recommand you the circuit "Les
secrets du Lauragais" to discover charming villages and landscapes or "D’écluse en écluse" along the Canal du Midi, by foot
walk or by bike.
But there are many others to explore, in places some
sometimes
eti
unsuspected ... have a good quest!
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